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In 1936 Lur'e Introduced a symbolic method for obtaining particular solutions 
of the equations of elasticity for slabs [1], later this method was employed 
by him to obtain the differential equations of thick plates [2] and [3]. 

It appears tempting to try to associate the symbolic method with the prin- 
ciple of the minimum of potential energy, this would give the opportunity of 
obtaining also the natural boundary conditions. Here the variation of the 
potential energy will contain double integrals of the products of symbolic 
operators, in which the second factor is an operator acting upon the varia- 
tions ofthe independent variables. In order to obtain the differential 
equations (and the boundary conditions) it is necessary to put in evidence, 
in these integrals, the variations of the independent variables themselves. 

The transformation of the double Integrals to the desired form is possible 
with the aid of a certain generalization of the well known Green's formula. 

Employing the usual designat.lons 

A=,,a a’ +& A2=(&+-&)z=~4+2&+$ 
for the Laplacian raised to various exponents, let us form the infinite 
series 

Y(A)= ~~,A~=~~+~~A+=~A’+... (1) 

in which the coefficients a, do not depend on the 
and y . This s mbolic series will be referred to 
sequel. If B(A "; is an operator of type (I), then 
tion of x and y, means the following: 

independent variables x 
as,an operator, in the 
Y(A)u, where u Is a func- 

‘4’ (A) u = %,u + a,Au + a,A2u + . . . 

Let us Introduce the operation of degradin; the order of an operator, 
which consists in omitting a certain number of its first terms, with simul- 
taneous lowering of the order of the remaining Laplacians by the number of 
the terms omitted. The degradation operation will be indicated by an inte- 
ger subscript, the integer being equal to the number of omitted terms, that 
is to say the order of the degradation*. Thus, the kth degradation operator 
of the operator.fl) is-represented by the ceries 

00 

r=k 

* Some of the coefficients of the operaior (l), including a, Itself,may be 
zero. 
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Consider the integral 

ss 
'D(A)u~'P(A)vd=&/, (3) 

W 
which contains the product of operators relative to two Independent functions 
u(~,r/) amd u(x,M); the domain of integration is a certain domain G, interior 
to the curve L. The dot appearing between the two operators in the integral 
(3) denotes not only multlpllcatlon, but the complete carrying out of the 
operation indicated by the first operator. 

(3) 
Let us propose the question of transforming the two dimensional integral 

in such a way that the Laplaclans of the function u(x,y) is entirely 
absent in the final expression. In order to carry out this objective, let 
us express Y(A) by means of the series (l), and Interchange the operations 
of summation and integration, then the Integral (3) becomes 

g ss Q, @(A) u.A’vdPdy (41 

r=o (0) 
Rnploylng Green's Formula 

ss 
cp.A’i’- Aq4 dz: dy = 

a* atp ---. 
p * an an 9)dr 

w (L) 
integrating by parts each term of the series (4), we obtain 

~~~(~~~A’vdody=$O(A)s.~A~-‘~a- 

&a) V4 

-8 $a (a) u.A’-“v ds Ji $5 A‘& (A) u.Ar-lvdzdy 

G) NJ) 
The last term in this formula is a double integral over the domain R, to 

which one may again apply Green's formula. Repeating this operation (in all, 
for the rth term one has to employ Green's formula r times) we arriVe at 
Expression 

~~ Qt (A) u.A'v dx dy = i 4 A*‘@ (a) u - $ Ar-pvds - 

wt P=l (L) 

-~~~~Ap-‘m(A)~.Ar-‘.d.* fSA’@(Abvdxdy 
(0) 

Substitution (5)into(4) gives 

Consider the first double sum in Formula (6). Interchanging the order of 
summation, summing first over r and then over k = r -p + 1 (instead of sum- 
ming first over P and then over r, as it stands). The ordersof the Laplacians 
become p - 1 =r-kandr-_P=k-1. The Inner summation (with respect to 
F) Is then extended from k to m,(as follows from Formula T- = k + P - 1, Since 
the smallest P = l), the outer summation (with respect to k) Is extended from 
1to a. Then, recalling the definition of an operator (2), we obtain 

arArmkO (A) u. & AK-% ds = fj 4 ‘Pk(A)Q,(A)u* a 
K=I r=k (L) k=I. (L) 

dn AK-% ds 
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An analogue transformation may be applied to the second double :;um in 
Equation (6). The last sum, after interchanging the order of zummation a1111 
integration, gives the operator Y(A) under the integral sign. In view IJL 
what has been said we obtain following final Formula of the tran::formati in 
of the integral (31 

s s @ (A) u.Y tA> u dx dy = s s ‘4 (n) Q, (A) u-u dx dy $ 
(Q) m 

+ ; $ [yk (A) @ (A) u . ‘$-l” ------2 Yk (A) @ (,A_) u.Ak-‘u ds I 
k=l (L) 

(7) 

This Formula represents a generalization of Green':; formula to the case 
of infinite operators. Formula (7) also remains valid in three-dimensional 
case. Here the double and curvilinear integrals are replaced by triple and 
surface integrals respectively, and the Laplace operator becomes three-dimen- 
sional 

SSSU)(A)~.‘P~A)~~~~=SSSY(~)~,(A)~.~~V+ (A = $+$+z) 

W) 09 

+ ; 5 5 [Vk (A) CD (A) u . q - -$-Y, (4) (I, (A) u.Ak“+ (8) 
k=l (S) 

In the one-dimensional case, together with the operator 

'P(8) == ; il,CP 
i 
n :-= & _r @ 

1 
n=O 

(9) 

one has to consider its ad.ioint operator 

Y* (a) .m: 5 (- l)Tz,P 
n=o 

(IO) 

The definite integral 
h 

s fD (a) u.Y (a) v dx = i a, ‘\ (1, (a) u-h dr (11) 
L 

a rr=zo cl 

may be transformed by integration by parts. The coefficient of a,, in the 
series (11) we have 
b x=b 

s @ (6’) u.i3”v dx = i (- 1)p-‘i3p-‘~b (a) u . an-% 1 a P==l X=(X 

Substitution of (12) into series (11) yields 
h x-b 

s Q, (6’) u-Y (3) v dx z= [ ; ; (- i)@-‘a#‘-‘tI, (3) ti .a”-% + 1 n n=1 @=I .?C=1 

+ ; (- I)%, ‘5 i?“cD (a) u-v dr (13) 
n=o 

In the double sum appearing in Foriula (13) let us interchange the order 
of summation; let us sum first over n and thin over k = n - p + 1. Then 
the inner summation (with respect to n will proceed from k to m, while the I 
outer summation (with respect to k) is taken from 1 to m. Then one obtains 
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(14) 
n=o a 

The combination of Formulas (2) and (10.) gives the degraded conjugate 
operator 

Taking (10) and (15) into account, we obtain from Formula (14) final 
Equation 

b 

s@ (a) u.‘y (a) v dz -= 
[ 

s(- l)kY,; (a) 4, (13) 

x=b b 

u.ak-‘v 
3 1 

+ Y* (a) Q, (a) u.vdx (16) 
a. k=l x=a a 

which is a generalization of the formula for integration by parts in the 
case of one-dimensional operators of infinite order. 
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